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the illuminate consulting Group and the chronicle of Higher education are pleased 
to share the proceedings of the seminar “How the Global economic crisis is shaping 
competitiveness ten Years out,” which was held on september 15 at imperial 
college london.

this seminar stressed changes that academic leaders can make today to improve their 
competitive position in the long term. speakers talked about how to make strategically 
important changes in research networks, university alliances, student recruiting, and 
online alumni relations.

both attendees and speakers came from the united Kingdom, continental europe, 
australia, canada, and the united states. in 2010, similar invitation-only seminars 
will be held at major international academic meetings to give senior leaders focused 
content and intensive discussion of issues central to their professional lives as well as 
a chance to network with their peers.

 

Daniel J. Guhr 
illuminate consulting Group

David l. wheeler 
the chronicle of Higher education               



312:15 l 13:30
lunch break  

13:30 l 14:30 
students and alumni theme: 
How to reacH an alumni  
anD stuDent auDience—wHat  
to saY, anD How to saY it 
Speaker: andrew b. shaindlin

14:30 l 15:30  
recruiting theme: 
manaGinG risK: manaGinG 
recruitinG in a time of crisis 
Speaker: madeleine reeve

15:30 l 15:45  
tea break  

15:45 l 16:45 
moderated discussion 
Moderator: David l. wheeler

16:45 l 17:00  
wrap up and close-out  

17:00 l 18:30  
Drinks and hors d’oeuvres reception

programme

08:30 l 09:00 
morning tea 

09:00 l 09:15 
opening remarks
Speaker: David l. wheeler

09:15 l 10:15 
opening presentation: 
How Global economic &  
policY trenDs affect  
eDucational competition  
DYnamics  
Speaker: Daniel J. Guhr

10:15 l  11:15
research theme: 
positioninG a uK researcH  
universitY GloballY 
Speaker: mary ritter

11:15 l  12:15
alliance theme: 
collaboration anD 
competition—tHe  
future Development of  
universitY alliances 
Speaker: maurits van rooijen
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How global economic &  
policy trends affect educational 
competition dynamics

The overall framework we live in— 
International education and the knowledge economy 
societies, international education, and the Knowledge economy

•  we are already well on our way into a global knowledge economy. this is an 
unprecedented boon to higher education. 

•  international education has been at the leading edge of this transition. recruiting 
and relationships were initial areas of development efforts. now, research is 
coming into focus. 

•  Yet there is a lot of angst about potential negative implications. much of these 
worries are based on a misunderstanding of this transition. claiming the benefits  
of a knowledge economy require accepting changes.

•  it is incumbent on educational leaders to articulate the role of education as well as 
science and research as positive drivers.

The specific situation we are experiencing— 
The global economic and financial crisis
the Global economic and financial crisis: acceleration and amplification

•  until the current crisis, higher education and policy-makers in many countries 
operated in “splendid isolation” from the realities of a globalized monetary and 
economic world

•  lip service was paid to managing talent, instituting modern management 
techniques, and devising forward looking innovation policies, but…

•  … many practices and policies in fact remained inward-focused, ill applied, and 
most definitely not managed for risk

• three brief case studies illuminate this situation
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the madoff scandal

only one of many unfolding scandals touching the non-profit sector
•  this vast ponzi scheme is said to have involved over usD 60 billion dollars of which 

over usD 20 billion have been actual cash losses
•  many investors stayed away from madoff based on due diligence; those who did 

not often incurred a complete loss of their investment
•  Higher education was hit hard with losses of well over usD 1 billion in university 

and foundation endowments
•  in some instances naiveté ruled, in others governance failed—for example, madoff 

served on boards and funneled money into his fund

the iceland bank crash

the time for amateurish (fiscal) management is over
•  iceland has effectively become bankrupt as a nation, driven by the failure of its 

three major banks
•  by early 2009, the stock market had lost 77% of its value over mid-2008 after being 

suspended in early october
•  the only surprise was the eventual date of the crash—analysts had long warned 

about the state of icelandic banks 
•  Yet about a dozen uK universities held around usD 125 million in cash in accounts 

at these banks, much of which has been lost
•  affected institutions include oxford, cambridge, manchester, exeter, etc.

How the mighty Have fallen: Harvard university

•  in 2008, Harvard’s endowment peaked at about usD 38 billion—despite an 
unprecedented hiring and spending binge over the last couple of years

•  by December 2008, staff members were worried Harvard could not pay salaries.  
a usD 2.5 billion “emergency” bond had to be placed

•  Harvard’s current debt: usD 6 billion. annual debt service: usD 571 million.  
volume of upcoming calls on the endowment: usD 11 billion.

•  stunned institutional silence has ensued. alumni (donors) and the public  
have remained uninformed, or effectively misinformed.

•  everything is being diminished: staffing headcount, dorm food, libraries,  
student-staff ratios, travel, etc.

Harvard has mismanaged itself, and seems to lack basic leadership 

Economics and policy-making over the next couple of years— 
Diminished opportunities and rising players
economics and educational policy-making in the near future

•  one already visible outcome from the crisis is the rise of massive public debt. 
many oecD countries are projected to exceed debt levels of 100% of their GDp  
by 2013

•  some countries will be structurally hard pressed by their debt load: belgium, 
ireland, Japan, spain, the uK, and the us

•  other countries with healthy debt levels stand to gain: abu Dhabi, china, norway, 
saudi arabia, and singapore
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•  some countries are likely to experience a slow economic recovery, especially  
the us

•  one result of economic and fiscal conditions: education is a prime target for 
(substantial) cut backs. this is already a reality in many us states, and will become 
one in the uK.

Implications for institutional competitiveness
implications for institutional competitiveness

•  the crisis brought to the fore that higher education is subject to the same global 
dynamics and pressures as other industry sectors. this is a fundamental departure 
from historical norms

•  competition for the three ‘r’s will increase notably. in some areas, hyper-
competition is on the way

•  the crisis will accelerate and amplify—albeit in granular and different ways—
already existing and emerging change dynamics

•  institutions will rise and fall in unprecedented ways
•  ignoring or opting out is not an option. for many institutions, education systems, 

and decision-makers, a period of painful adjustments lies ahead

Implications for national competitiveness
implications for national competitiveness
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notes
•  the two axes denote internal/education factors (policy and systems), and external/

societal factors (economics and demographics)
•  the ranking scale from unfavorable to favorable denotes general conditions
•  the intention is to categorize relative national competitiveness but not to make any 

specific forecast

Insights and outlook
insights for Higher education institutions

requirements for success
•  Good management (not what has passed for good management)
•  a new understanding and practice of risk management
•  a fundamental reconsideration of performance capabilities
•  a willingness to break with engrained practices
•  a bit of ruthlessness (a sad departure, but hard to avoid)

outlook
•  ten years from now, we will live in the early stages of an integrated global 

knowledge society. 
•  twenty years from now, higher education will be fundamentally different  

from today’s landscape.

Question: 
Where would you put India in the country matrix?

Daniel J. Guhr: 
• there is no such thing as putting one perspective on india.
•  china has a government that can move policy overnight, but india is in a  

different situation.
•  india is being torn apart from its variegated regions, and is opening the door to 

private innovation in higher education.
•  History of successful trajectory in india has been the private sector taking over;  

the state has not done well itself.
•  india will do well, especially given its entrepreneurial culture, but will be a bit of  

a bubble.

David l. wheeler: 
•  india has low internet activity, even on its campuses—technology has happened  

in india in spite of the government, not because of it.
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Question:
Dan said it is now time for research relationships, but given rest of slides,  
this seems to point to research with industry, more than a supranational  
body. Comment?

Daniel J. Guhr: 
• we are entering a phase where research will have to be redefined.
•  the first painful truth is that we’re entering into a time where governments are 

focusing more on certain types of research (science and technology) and less on 
others (social sciences and humanities).

•  this has been a rude wake-up call for social science and humanities faculties,  
but is the reality for research funding streams in the us, uK, europe.

• so we will see an overall shift in funding patterns.
•  second question is about funding structure/where the money will come from— 

can institutions continue to rely on the government to always fund research? no.
• exceptions to this are some countries in the Gulf region.
•  many think abu Dhabi and Qatar will bail them out, but this won’t happen—the 

governments are too smart and there are too many countries.
• the last point is that there will have to be a new relationship with industry.
•  many technical universities will have problems with this; they have to reengineer 

the way they deal with industry (bring them on campus, handle spinoffs, 
outsourcing faculty/phD students) and realize that what happens is outcome.

•  we have fallen into the trap of propping up failed industrial models—e.g. bailing  
out the automotive industry.

Question:
In the case of Canada—as it moves toward idea of governments funding less 
the investments in research, they are going into a troubling interim stage of 
matching funds, which are now starting to turn towards parochialism (only 
interested in funding projects which are relevant to the regions). 
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Daniel J. Guhr:
• this raises a critical point: what policy responses are we seeing to the crisis?
• relevant not just in canada but also in usa.
• education, science, and research is also a trade item
•  international products are hard to contain and generally improve from moving 

around and competing.
• e.g. of brussels—many of the policies underlying higher education are competitive.
• in canada, the role of provinces is pronounced.
•  any belief that the provinces in canada could fund research that is globally 

competitive is a mistake. this is even the case for nationally funded research.
•  what Dan would impress on policy makers is that it is better to fund something 

that is broad and collaborative rather than something narrower.

Question:
In the case of Germany—how do you judge the overall research situation, 
especially given the good research done by organizations such as Max Planck 
and Fraunhofer Gesellschaft?

Daniel J. Guhr: 
•  in rankings, German universities continue to fare relatively poorly (compared to 

where they once were/where they should be), which affects the quality of research 
in the country.

• it is true that good research happens at mpG, fraunhofer, etc. 
•  what has been damaging to German universities is that in the 1960s research 

functions were often separated from universities and given to external institutes.
• capital funding that these institutes run on is very generous.
•  the only problem is that their delivery mechanisms are not integrated into the 

university systems.
•  this is tremendously damaging when these universities try to compete globally 

and/or offer global prices.
•  it is difficult also because universities cannot absorb research income streams to 

help offset their overhead costs.
•  Germany may eventually have to ask itself if separating out these entities is going 

to be productive.
• working with industry in Germany has been a so-so experience for many.

 
Question:
Regarding the economic crisis—for higher education in the Western world, what 
percentage of that gap will be filled by reducing costs, and what percentage by 
raising revenue?

Daniel J. Guhr:
•  it is very difficult for established institutions to reconfigure their cost base—usually, 

their most significant expenses are salaries, and the only real way to do this is to 
cut staff.
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•  for various reasons, this is difficult—e.g. because of unionized contracts, because 
cutting staff means dropping enrolment to maintain student-staff ratios…

• universities can enter a downward spiral.
•  so cutting costs for universities is a difficult endeavor—there are only so many 

places they can cut from.
•  very different for businesses—it is easier to cut staff there. less feasible for higher 

education—hiring and firing people is not how higher-education institutions operate.
• some universities/countries are exceptions—e.g. private universities like phoenix.
• many universities are shocked by needing to lay off people—e.g. stanford.
• second question is: to increase revenue streams, where do you find the money?
• one source that people are excited about is the middle east.
• that is a mirage for a lot of universities.
• student income is another potential resource.
•  but if legislation caps the number of students allowed/amount of student revenue 

allowed, this can be difficult (e.g. in Germany).
•   there are also limits to how much tuition can be raised—e.g. the uK is becoming 

quite costly, and not set off by many scholarships.
• beyond that, there are not many different sources of revenue.
•  in next couple of years, it will be a landscape of diminished opportunities—there 

will not be many new resources to tap.
•  the next few years will be about managing in a time of scarcity, and not many 

universities are good at this.
•  many universities are used to managing in times of plenty, stability and growth—

including some american flagships.
•  many leaderships have responded badly to the recent economy.

Question:
In the UK, institutions are constrained by volume requirements, but this  
is not the case in the US. Unpacking the context of each economy is  
valuable—Comment?
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Daniel J. Guhr:
•  as background, over past year there have been many more domestic applications 

than there is capacity for in uK higher education.
•  the uK has been quite generous with domestic cross-subsidies, but that is not a 

sustainable model—if institutions want to compete, they have to be set free.
• second point: differentiated talent acquisition models.
•  a structurally sound system (feeders from other countries, etc.) does a lot better 

in a time of crisis than one that has more flexibility—numbers can go up and down 
more easily.

•  a performance oriented uK university has to embed itself more deeply in these 
relationships (feeder systems, etc.) in order to insulate themselves from  
overall changes.

Question: 
Is there any evidence that Abu Dhabi is being entrepreneurial and will survive, 
large investments non-withstanding?

Daniel J. Guhr:
• that’s a slightly unfair question.
•  in the region, there are 4 players who have moved: Qatar, Dubai, abu Dhabi, and 

saudi arabia.
•  all 4 are fundamentally different—one cannot talk about “the middle east”  

in general.
•  if you put yourself into their shoes, what a lot of the key players (essentially the 

governments, since it is they who either block or accelerate any kind of reform) 
have done in the last 5 years is stunning compared to what was (not) accomplished 
in the decades before.

• some are trying to cram 100 years of development into 5-10 years.
•  this is audacious, there will be mistakes, and some things will not work (e.g. Yale 

withdrawing from abu Dhabi).
• but this is a different approach: state sponsored reform movements.
• that is their form of being entrepreneurial.
• the point is that they needed to kick-start domestic innovation.
•  the governments wanted to create a counterweight to western higher-education 

products and could not rely on the domestic base to do this itself.
•  saudi is coming out of the dark ages of education, and has made some stunning 

developments with regard to the role of women, considering where they’ve  
come from.

•  if you look at top end: Kaust is innovative, entrepreneurial, so far very well run, 
and has the potential to be the harbinger of a truly new delivery model  
of education.

David l. wheeler:
•  as a journalist, notes that there is often an exquisite sensitivity to criticism in the 

emirates, which makes it difficult to move forward.
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positioning a uK  
research university globally

Global challenges
Global challenges need global solutions

we know many of the global challenges

• climate change
• energy
• Depletion of natural resources
• improving healthcare
• security

now we need global solutions
• Global brainpower
• education and research on an international stage
• innovation, knowledge integration/transfer
• universities are key to this

world class university: features
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internationalisation
the tangible benefits of collaboration
• complementarity of expertise
• research output
• academic impact
• financial (funding sources, sharing costs)

the necessity to share
• economic recession
• large infrastructure
• research complementarity

added value of collaborative research: rebased impact

source: evidence ltd/Dius: international comparative performance of the  
uK research base, July 2008

uK research funding

uK charities: ~45%
uK research councils: ~45%
uK Gov‟t Departments: ~10%
Government funding likely to reduce significantly, particularly  
2010/2011 and 2011/2012
charity and industrial funding also strongly influenced by  
the economic crisis
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Demographic trends: migration

which countries? which universities/research institutes? what types of global model 
should we consider? 
•  researcher 1:1  full overseas campus

Major economic trends

sources: imf; Goldman sachs study of n11nations,  
a Global economics paper no: 153, march 28, 2007; ocDe, 2008

internationalisation of r&D investment

a strong majority of respondents in us or eur anticipate increasing their
technical staff in china and india while vast majority of respondents anticipate
decreasing their technical employment in europe.

Major economic trends 

2050

Sources: IMF; Goldman Sachs study of N11 nations, Global Economics Paper No: 153, March 
28, 2007; OCDE, 2008 

GDP 
nominal 
(US$M)

GDP 
R&D
(2006)

R&D 
HEI
(2007)

GDP 
nominal 
(US$M)

GDP on 
R&D

1
United 
States 14,264,600 2.6 13.3 1 China 70,710,000 4%

2 Japan 4,923,761 3.4 2 United States 38,514,000 4%

3 China 4,401,614 1.4 9.2 3 India 37,668,000 4%

4 Germany 3,667,513 2.5 4 Brazil 11,366,000 4%

5 France 2,865,737 2.1 5 Mexico 9,340,000 4%

6 UK 2,674,085 1.8 26.1 6 Russia 8,580,000 4%

7 Italy 2,313,893 1.1 7 Indonesia 7,010,000 4%

8 Russia 1,676,586 1.1 8 Japan 6,677,000 4%

9 Spain 1,611,767 1.2 9 UK 5,133,000 4%

10 Brazil 1,572,839 0.8 10 Germany 5,024,000 4%

11 Canada 1,510,957 1.0 11 Nigeria 4,640,000 4%

12 India 1,209,686 0.7 3 12 France 4,592,000 4%

2008
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manager’s anticipation of their next localisation decisions

source: ‘Here or there? a survey on the factors of multinational r&D location’ , J. and m. 
thursby, national research council of the national academies , washington Dc 2006

Demographic trends—general perspective

source: un

Demographic trends: education

Internationalisation of R&D investment

A strong majority of respondents in US or Eur anticipate increasing their
technical staff in China and India while vast majority of respondents anticipate

decreasing their technical employment in Europe.
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Strategic (top-down) analysis
the global stage

major technologial trends: tech transfer or knowledge transfer

the role of the university in economic recovery
Global solutions require global brainpower

research
education linked to research
education linked to translation

Demographic trends: Migration

Source: Central Intelligence Agency Factbook 2008

Migration

Net Migration
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world class university: strategic approach 

strategic context

institutional discussion and analysis

Strategic Context

What do we 
want to be?
“Our vision”

What do we 
need to do to 

get there?

What are we?
What are our 
strengths & 

weaknesses?

• Institutional discussion 
and analysis
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Institutional (bottom-up) analysis
imperial is focussed on science, technology and medicine

tomorrow’s breakthrough technologies

institutional (bottom-up) analysis
imperial college is already deeply connected with global developments  
due to the nature of our institution:
•	 ~13,000 students in total
•	 44% students are international
•	 ~35% staff are international
•	 international collaborations database
•	 >4000 international research collaborations

Imperial is focussed on Science, Technology and Medicine

Engineering

Natural 
Sciences Medicine

Business

Tomorrow’s breakthrough 
technologies
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our current international collaborations
Our current international collaborations

Models for global interaction
models: Global Knowledge spacesModels: Global Knowledge Spaces

New Research Spaces
From UG to research

CREATE Campus Singapore

Large Infrastructure

CERN
Institute Laue-
Langevine (ILL)
...

ESFRI:
XFEL (European X-Ray 
Laser)
LIFE Watch
...

Open Innovation

Knowledge triangle

Institutional (bottom-up) analysis

Imperial College is already deeply 
connected with global 
developments due to the nature of 
our institution:

•~13,000 students in total
• 44% students are international

•~35% staff are international

•International collaborations 
database
•>4000 International research 
collaborations

OS: 30%

Home: 56%

OS: 29%
Eur: 15%

PGR

All 
students

Home: 44%

Eur: 26%

Institutional (bottom-up) analysis

Imperial College is already deeply 
connected with global 
developments due to the nature of 
our institution:

•~13,000 students in total
• 44% students are international

•~35% staff are international

•International collaborations 
database
•>4000 International research 
collaborations

OS: 30%

Home: 56%

OS: 29%
Eur: 15%

PGR

All 
students

Home: 44%

Eur: 26%
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the right model for imperial?

•	 research led
•	 focus on education linked to research
•	 benefitting core activity in london
•	 adapting to local social and economic needs
•	 support of local governmental, academic, industrial partners
•	  subject/department/faculty specific projects depending on region of the world

international/global as an enabling theme

Local

Global

International/global as an enabling theme

Enabling
Themes

Core Themes

Resources

Organization

Influence

Education Translation

People Knowledge
Based on Bruno Cotta version 1.0

Research

Social 
Impact

Economic
Impact

based on bruno cotta version 1.0 researchsocial
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international/global as an enabling theme

based on bruno cotta version 1.0 researchsocial

levels of international engagement

level 1-an institution-level partnership
level 2 –a faculty-level partnership
level 3 –an individual collaboration between academic staff
Levels 1 and 2 are key to international strategy, but level 3 is essential  
for their success
also, any level 1 and 2 partnership needs buy-in from our academic staff because  
the research/teaching will be done by them

our current international collaborations

Local

Global

International/global as an enabling theme

Enabling
Themes

Core Themes

Resources

Organization

Influence

Education Translation

Social 
Impact

People Knowledge
Based on Bruno Cotta version 1.0

Research

Economic
Impact

Our current international collaborations
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Assessment of opportunities
major guiding principles 

a.  that the proposed activity (education, research, innovation) fits with imperial’s 
strategic priorities

b.  that there is an unmet need (is this a real opportunity to do something that imperial 
needs to do and otherwise would not do? is the activity of real benefit to imperial?)

c.  that there is (matching) capability within imperial (Do we have the people, the skills 
and the resources/infrastructure? alternatively, could we recruit them?)

d.  that the proposed activity does not pose unreasonable reputational or financial risk 
(the level of reputational and/or financial risk has been thoroughly assessed and 
found to be acceptable)

e.  that the proposed activity is consistent with the ethical standards expected of 
imperial and a uK institution

f.     that the proposed activity will be conducted according to a legal framework that is 
consistent with that of the uK

g.   that the proposed activity does not conflict with existing or potential future 
partnerships of a similar nature and/or within the same geographical region (e.g. 
activity is exclusive/non-exclusive; replicative)

h. a formal risk-benefit analysis is needed for any major project

KEY: Negative (-1), Neutral (0), Positive (+1)
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TOTALS +3 0 0 3 +2 -1 0 3 0 -1 0 1
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Some examples
Joining top-down with bottom up

university partnerships
university consortia
research, education and translation “global” footprint (campus)

research-led global engagement
imperial college-abu Dhabi Diabetes centre
•	 clinical service
•	 research
•	 clinical training
“the imperial college london Diabetes centre, iclDcis a state-of-the-art facility 
specializing in Diabetes treatment, research, training and public health. the centre 
provides the highest level of specialized patient care, from first diagnosis to the 
management of all complications associated with diabetes.”
http://www.icldc.ae

research-led global education programmes

collaborative phD programmes
•	 universities, malaysia
•	 a*star, singapore
•	 Kmitl, thailand
•	 number of potential partners

Joint phD
•	 nanyang technical university (singapore)
•	 national university of singapore
•	 Hong Kong university
•	 small number of potential additional partners

collaborative workshops
•	 phD transferable skills
•	 with ntu, nus, a*star
•	 with HKu and tsinghua

research-led partnerships: consortia

Global tech
•	 7 world leading science and technology universities
•	 ntu, caltech, etH Zurich, Georgia tech, iit bombay, imperial, shanghai Jiao tong
•	 launched 2009
•	 founder member

leru
•	 21 leading european research universities
•	 founded 2002
•	 imperial joined 2009

idea league
•	 5 leading science and technology universities
•	 consortium is 10 years old
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•	 Imperial a founder member
•	 Competition versus collaboration
•	 Platform for international activities

research-led europe-wide engagement: eit-Kic
•	 Grew from iDea league
•	 research excellence clusters
•	 educational programmes
•	 other groups/consortia joined
•	 corporates joined
•	 11 regions of europe
application submitted, 27 august 2009
•	 intensive co-creation along the entire innovation chain
•	 a critical mass of activity concentrated and focused over extended periods of time
•	 an entrepreneurial culture of risk-taking and venture capital funding
•	 	an attractive environment for top talent with a high rate of exchange between 

different sectors.

eit-KicEIT-KIC
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major global partnerships/physical footprint
only a very small number of major partnerships is sustainable
Geographical spread?
Build on knowledge and experience with the potential partner before embarking on 
the big project
Different partnerships likely to involve different faculties/subject areas
prioritise (proactive versus reactive; strategy versus opportunity)
a major commitment in research/education
a major commitment in time, finance, management and business skills (buy-in from 
the „coal face‟)
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collaboration and competition—the future 
development of university alliances
 
universities, even those that act as academic shelters from society, are not immune 
from globalisation. in fact, globalisation might be seen as an opportunity rather than 
a threat to higher education. However, understanding globalisation in itself will not 
determine success. more crucial is how effective and strategic universities manage 
to interact with the new global reality. a key element in that interaction is the way a 
university is able to engage with networks, especially international networks.

there are several factors that determine how successful someone is in the global 
village of today, but one important element is how affective one joins, interacts, 
maintains and uses in a strategic, smart and sustainable way one’s networks. 
positioning oneself in the inner circle of valuable networks, maybe joining potentially 
valuable networks in the outer circle, linking networks together and thus creating 
important linkages and hubs, these are basic strategic life skills. i suspect this also 
applies to the way universities could operate in the global village of academia?

in this presentation i shall make a first overview of the strategic networks available to 
academia and will illustrate them with personal examples, in order to give abstraction 
some personal colour.

of course, when speaking about ‘universities’ there is always this challenge to 
appreciate what that really means. first of all it is a community of staff and students. 
for students, personal networks are crucial for future success, as much research over 
the years has demonstrated. so in that sense a university as an institution needs to 
facilitate to its students network-building, partly by stimulating to do so effectively, 
partly by opening up actual networking opportunities, on campus and in the wider 
world. in the context of globalisation, that means introducing students to international 
networks, firstly through what is nowadays often referred to as ‘internationalisation at 
home’ secondly by organising international mobility, physically and to a lesser extend 
(because it tends to be less effective) virtually.
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the main actors in the academic community are of course the faculty. the romantic 
image of the lone genius in this study is a rather outdated concept in modern 
academic life. the impact an academic has with his research output, the ability to 
move research to higher levels, the opportunity to enrich teaching, all are greatly 
determined by networking ability, especially international networking ability. but 
besides personal initiative, success is also determined by the position of his or her 
institution in international networks and valuable doors opened by the institutional 
networking strategy to its employees.

that brings us to the institutional reality of a university as a community with a 
collective past, a distinctive image, a shared ambition. and with a leadership that 
translates this all in purpose and ensures effectiveness and efficiency. or at least, 
that is the basic intention. this description generates questions, especially in the 
context of globalisation, such as how well connected by and large is the university 
and its members? How central is it to a variety of networks? How effective is it in its 
interactions with these networks? How smart is it in its focus and in its intermediating 
role between networks? it even presents us with the ultimate question: could a 
university be just a network itself?

the easiest way to put meat on a conceptual skeleton is through examples. at the 
core of all networks are the semi-personal networks of staff and faculty. in fact, it is 
rare to meet an academic who is not linked to at least one professional organisation (in 
my case, given my interest in green urbanisation policies, this is for instance the ipHs 
or international planning History society, a rather loose but pleasant collection of more 
or less likeminded spirits). in the european union academic networks were given a 
boost with the introduction of subsidised thematic networks, ie european groups of 
academics in specific fields. it recognises that europe has a wealth of knowledge 
but fragmented. bringing those with specific knowledge together and by stimulating 
the emergence of a structured research and teaching agendas will generate 
academic synergy. pushing this concept to its extreme led to the announcement 
of the eit, the european equivalent of mit. rather than creating one hub of cutting 
edge technological discovery, it aims at creating a network or cluster of centres of 
excellence, with specialised hubs geographically spread over the continent. obviously 
it is much too early to judge whether this is sensible or even feasible, but it is certainly 
an interesting concept, pushing at the boundaries of thematic network strategy.

optimising the impact of the university’s operations in society is not just a matter of 
academic networks, but also of professional networks. a fine european example is 
the european access network (www.ean-edu.org) whose mission it is to have more 
underrepresented groups in higher education and at the core of this is the network  
of professionals combined with those who deal with evidence and with policy.  
it is through such networking that best practice, insights are shared and  
opinions amplified.

moving onwards from the primarily personal driven ‘content’ or ‘topic’ networks to the 
more generic institutional networks we arrive at the more formal institutional networks 
which often facilitate such content/topic networks as sub-groups. these tend to come 
in two categories: closed and open. closed networks are exclusive, mostly small 
groups of universities that are very similar in a specific aspect. some may refer to 
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them as small groups of mutual admiration, but in fact they are extremely effective 
when it comes to branding, defining missions, lobbying, collaborative projects (easy 
to work with colleagues who think alike) etc. a recent european success story is the 
league of european research-intensive universities or leru (www.leru.org) that 
brings together universities with high research output and fundamental research 
focus, such as oxford, cambridge, leiden, Heidelberg etc.

closed university networks are popular because just being admitted to the club 
already has value in its own right. open networks, however, have the potential of 
being particularly valuable to an institution where it can open the doors to different 
types of institutions and hence also to new networking resources. at its starting 
point is diversity as a valuable feature of higher education and especially as a point 
of strength in international/global higher education. an example of an open university 
network is the compostela Group or cGu (www.gcompostela.org) which has more 
than 75 members, some very old, some very young, some research intensive, 
some dedicated primarily to teaching, some public, some private, some traditional, 
some dedicated to e-learning etc. this initially european network is now open to 
members from across the globe. it even has started to accept as associate members 
organisations and companies that operate in higher education but are not universities.

the latter feature brings us to yet another level of networks: whereby universities link 
up globally whilst at the same time linking up with other types of organisations that 
for instance support a similar form of higher education. the world association for co-
operative education or wace (www.wace-inc.org) with its headquarters in boston ma 
is a good example of this type of network. it is dedicated to the promotion of work-
integrated learning and learning-integrated work (so more than pure co-op) and its 
membership or ‘partners’ represent both universities and companies from around the 
globe. it recognises that the value of wil and more broadly experiential learning; and 
liw can only be shown in co-operation with employers, governments and students 
and that such in the modern society only really makes sense at a global level. at the 
same time it is linked up and facilitates many national professional organisations in  
the field.

in fact one of the strength of networking is being able to link local and global 
networks, rather than approach them as segregated dimensions. for example, many 
more outward looking universities have local, regional or national networks or clusters. 
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one popular type of local networks is with schools and colleges that facilitate student 
progression. or very practically focussed networks to share resources or negotiate 
with suppliers. particularly interesting in the global context are clusters created 
by universities with companies or employers in specific fields linked to a specific 
departments/school. this is a very important and basic network. in a globalising 
context, these clusters can linked to similar clusters elsewhere, e.g. of a bilateral 
partner university or a branch campus. so a cluster in london can be linked to a cluster 
in singapore, which means that the local university offers great added value for its 
local partners. in this system it is the university that to the benefit of its local partners 
opens doors to potentially highly valuable networks across the globe.

as said, this type of networking can be done via bilateral partners but also and 
probably even more effectively through branch campuses and similar type of entities 
across the globe. universities with campuses all over the world are rare. monash  
in australia tried but did not succeed. i myself, when at the university of westminster 
in london tried to use westminster international university in uzbekistan  
(www.wiut.uz) as a model for a Global westminster. some universities are now 
moving slowly and cautiously in this new and challenging direction. one group that 
already has an impressive global network of branches are the la salle christian 
brethren. However, the latter is not (yet?) a consistent system, but rather a collection 
of autonomous units. 

the emergence of global university systems, consisting of a range of campuses under 
the umbrella of one academic and/or organisational entity is likely to become reality 
given the pressures of globalisation, since through economy of scale this is a very 
appealing model. but i suspect it will be more appealing to the for-profit sector than  
to the public local/regional/state universities.

of course all this does raise the question, if one were to set up a new university  
today-whether for-profit, private or public - if the network approach should not be  
at the core of its establishment rather than a (possible) further stage of development. 
e-learning of course is a major support to a network university, but it can have the 
disadvantage of missing local or regional roots, which remains a great strength of 
more traditional institutions of higher learning. an exciting recent example of such 
a ‘network university’ is the euro-mediterranean university (www.emuni.si). it was 
initiated by the european parliament in close collaboration with members of parliament 
across the mediterranean region and receives funding from amongst other the 
european union and the slovenian government, which hosts its head quarters.  
but its campus is the entire euro-mediterranean region. its programmes, activities  
and research—all at advanced and postgraduate level—are delivered through its  
100+ network of knowledge organisations, mainly traditional universities. in the  
case of emuni, it not only is part of networks, up to a large extend it is a multinational  
network itself.

obviously, this overview or rather list of types of networks is not intended to be 
exhaustive. it is a highly personal, impressionistic sketch of what is happening but 
maybe even more importantly an indication about how universities can use strategic 
networking to take advantage of and maybe even influence the process  
of globalisation.
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Question: 
Comment on the emerging global, accreditation networks.

maurits van rooijen: 
•  that is a reality.
•  there is tension between these international, global networks with the ability to 

accredit, and the smaller national systems.
•  we still often define universities traditionally as national institutions, but for these 

networks, in terms of accreditation, an institution has to see itself as not just 
national, but international.

•  an obvious downside of accreditation is that it sets rules, and the assumptions 
behind these rules might not apply to a given school’s context, but are rules with 
which the schools have to comply.

•  this is the danger of not taking certain networks seriously – it allows an institution 
to become a passive element rather than an active element in the alliance, whereas 
it should seek to be active so as to be able to affect the agenda/nature of  
the network.

•  it is important to be at the core of the network, affecting change, rather than just 
going along with it and taking on what other people have decided.

Question: 
In a long term view, how would you define the basic culture of this 
“international institution” since, up to now, national groups are what  
contribute a lot to university culture? Raised example of MIT and its many 
international involvements—is it the picture of an international institution?

maurits van rooijen:  
•  what mit illustrates is that, if you are a very large university with a large budget, 

you approach networking and relationships in a different way.
•  mit is a very international institution; it has a lot of international operations, and has 

strategic alliances everywhere.
•  but being a large institution, they are in a strong position to determine the rules of 

engagement, and are able to define what they are willing and unwilling to do in a 
given partnership.
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•  of course, with less prominent universities (and few have the clout of an mit), they 

have to engage in a different manner – they cannot always determine what exactly 
they want/don’t want to do.

•  for an institution, to have clout through a partnership or relationship network, you 
have to contribute to the network.

•  ultimately, in a network it is not a single institution that decides, but bilateral or 
multilateral decisions are made.

•  this is why networks are complicated – institutions come from different cultures 
and with different interests, but have to deal with that.

•  mncs do this all the time: this kind of operation it is the reality of most large 
companies.

•  unlike mncs, universities have a strong tradition of being a part of a national 
system, of being in one place, so it is more challenging.

•  the future of higher education is also the future of the world: you have to operate 
in different cultures.

Question: 
Have we done enough as institutions in terms of risk management?  
E.g. Councils/governing bodies having a high-up view of what business models  
look like, but these models don’t necessarily understand academic risks.

maurits van rooijen: 
•  when it comes to risk management, obviously, becoming entrepreneurial has to be 

matched with professional risk management.
•  for a university, this is not only about financial risk, but also reputational and 

academic risk.
•  maurits van rooijen’s own organization decided to not only look at the financial/

sustainability aspect of an engagement, but also at the academic side, and also 
evaluate it on a social basis (how they would contribute to a certain part of  
the world).

•  so, not only driven by academic agenda, but by community/local responsibility.
•  a university comprises a very diverse group of people, and many people in the 

university tend to be quite conservative (don’t like what’s outside of their comfort 
zone), so there is a natural resistance to branching out.

•  e.g. of compostela’s central asia initiative: very interestingly, once it was in place, 
it was not questioned as whether it was a good decision or not; by then it was clear 
to all that it added value to the institution.

•  very often, leadership is focused around the vc and his/her team, and the direction 
that he/she goes in.

•  when a new vc and team come in, one cannot take it for granted that they will go 
in the same direction as the vc and team before.

•  this is a problem: we always talk about progression, but what one team defines as 
progression may not be what another defines as progression.

•  and this is a risk factor, especially when looking at international initiatives.
•  institutions have to manage the risk that a new leadership team will not put the 

same commitment into the outreach in question.
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•  the worst thing one can do is engage in all kinds of entrepreneurial activity without 
matching it with very strong and sound risk management.

•  and ultimately, sometimes you won’t do things, because the risk is too high.

Question:  
If you look at successful alliances that benefit the customer—and in the 
professional world, there are several (e.g. frequent flyer airline alliances, natural 
resource alliances)—where are we or will we be seeing higher-education 
alliances as benefiting the customer (i.e. students) and staff?

maurits van rooijen: 
• to be successful, you need to engage the student.
•  the compostela group is discussing this exact issue: at a higher level, alliances are 

wonderful, but what does it mean for staff member X and student Y?
•  examples of how this might happen: if you are a member of a group, you give 

discounts to other members (e.g. reduced summer school rates/reduced rates for 
services provided by a non-university associate members).

•  alliances have to move into investigating the real, hard material benefits to staff 
and students.

•  once you have that sorted, the chances that someone will join and then leave again 
(for example, from a change in leadership) will certainly be less, because of the 
staff and student resistance to losing the benefits the network provides.

mary ritter: 
•  thinking of the iDea league.
•  should think also about support staff, not just academic staff.

Question: 
Talked a lot about networks and faculty graduate students etc.—but what about 
undergraduate students? Secondly, look at the Bologna process—what impact 
is that having on networks?
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maurits van rooijen: 
•  the bologna process has had a positive impact, because it has made it easier for 

institutions to talk about joint initiatives.
•  it has had a negative impact in terms of student mobility within networks.
•  students used to be able to study for longer periods of time, and were therefore 

more likely to do long-term exchanges at other institutions (1 yr+).
•  that is harder now, because of bologna – it has changed the nature of (exchange) 

programs quite dramatically.
•  bologna is probably by and large a positive story but the long term mobility issue 

has been made more difficult.
•  this is a bit compensated for by growing interest in summer schools and shorter 

term exchange experiences (though some argue that short term exchanges are not 
a good replacement for long term exchanges).

comment/Question: 
Imperial used consortia to benchmark themselves and get degrees 
internationally recognized. The impact of this to exchange students is 
enormously valuable.

maurits van rooijen: 
•  benchmarking is an important point in context of alliances/networks – it can be a 

valuable benefit of networks, especially in the case of institutions in small national 
networks (e.g. Dutch system, australian system).

•  in a small higher-education system, you have a diversity of institutions.
•  it is not easy to benchmark a university of melbourne against a victoria university 

(melbourne) against a rmit – all have diverse missions/values/objectives, so it 
makes it difficult to even determine what the common benchmark should be.

•  but it is (far more) possible to find an institution elsewhere in the world that has 
similar missions/values/objectives.

•  so, it becomes easier to find a benchmark in international networks than in small 
national ones.

•  in the national system, there are likely to be few institutions that would share one 
institution’s peculiarities/particularities.
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How to reach an alumni and student 
audience—what to say, and how to say it

theme: relationships it’s about people, not technology

•  premise: we should build institutional strategies to address rapid,  
fundamental changes in  
- tools for building and maintaining relationships, and  
- students’ and graduates’ ways of using these tools

background

• fundraising, alumni relations, communications are converging
• we must collaborate and question our traditional roles
• students, alumni expect total information access and transparent interaction 
•  communication is changing 

- away from top-down, institutional control  
- to distributed, decentralized self-management

case study: ohio state u.

• osu removed & blocked student comments, reinstated them after criticism
• confirms that it “doesn’t understand” some current communication trends
•  the student who challenged them was an engaged constituent
• students and alumni are more satisfied overall if allowed to complain or comment

case study: caltech & orkut

• Google-owned orkut is bigger than the uK, and especially strong in brazil and india
•  a 1,000 + member caltech group is not made up of alumni & students—but those 

who want to become caltech students
•  the group serves as a quasi agent, information clearinghouse, community, and 

action platform
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social & professional networks online

• we are still in the very early stages of online community and interaction
•  web-based services still divide into: 

- Business (or professional) networking 
- Social networking

role of alumni office or alumni association

• community convener and manager
• connection broker/network hub 
• networking coach/teacher
• example: caltech linkedin alumni 17.2% penetration over 4 years

case study: caltech/linkedin 

avg growth: 68/month; 103/month in last year

communication tools: future trends

• targeted, actionable e-mails raise awareness, volunteerism, attendance, donations
•  student blogs add authenticity and informality to recruitment (traditionally  

print-heavy)
• institution profiles increasingly intermingled with those of “less elite” brands
• e-mail increasingly ignored; informal, spontaneous permission-based channels grow 
•  Sites less prominent than services. first the browser, then desktop, then os 

becomes social network
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implications for Higher ed

• transition (recruit > student > alumnus) more gradual 
• online self-directed groups can represent institution; no top-down control
• campus no longer “owns” alumni data, special interest groups, fundraising  
•  recruitment and admission must collaborate with advancement from day one  

of process
• alumni represent educational outcomes, carry institution’s global brand 
• technologies weaken effect of national boundaries

ten Years out (1)

• centralized model of control erodes, alumni office brokers alumni networking 
•  Structured but flexible online frameworks reveal valuable connections  
• functions overlap, hybrid roles appear, e.g.: 
 - Director of Alumni Relations and Career Services 
 - Director of Recruiting, Admissions, and Community Management 
 - Manager of Community Relations and Fundraising

ten Years out (2)

•  metrics emphasize alumni outcomes: successes, network value, visibility, 
connections, institutional influence 

•  adapting requires only redeployment of existing resources, willingness  
to experiment

•  leadership opportunities abound; there’s no “wrong” way to go, but there  
are many new avenues to pursue

Question

How might these developments change your role and enhance—or harm— 
your effectiveness?
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managing risk:  
managing recruiting in a time of crisis

summary of presentation

• an overview of rmit
• rmit’s ‘crisis’ 2002–2003 and the resulting organisational change
•	  ten critical success factors which led to recovery, improved risk management and  

a stronger organisation
•	 	How the ten csfs provide the organisational framework for robust international 

student recruitment

rmit: a Global university of technology with its Heart in the city of melbourne

•	 70,000 students
•	 25,000 are international
•	 10,000 studying in melbourne
•	  15,000 studying programs offshore—vietnam, singapore, malaysia, Hong Kong  

and mainland china
•	 3,500 eft staff

ams failure 2002. negative impacts on:

•	 student experience of administrative services
•	 financial management—invoicing and management of accounts
•	 High cost of rebuilding the ams and impact on operations
• financial outcomes—deficit budgets
• state government relations including auditor General report
• stories in the media—ongoing and focused on the financial situation
• market place—speculation about rmit viability
• reputation
• university council membership 
• Departure of the vc
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council & management areas of focus—short term

•	 re-building a functioning ams
• restoring efficient and effective student administrative services
• rebuilding relations with government and media
• restoring any lost public confidence
• Delivering a surplus budget as soon as possible

managing through a crisis: 10 critical success factors

• strong and explicit governance
• strategic planning
• strong leadership from the top
• business planning
• resource planning and budget management
• productivity improvements
• brand management
• marketing and communications
• leadership development
• performance management

the 10 csfs and international student recruitment—short term response

• regular communication to stakeholders 
• rapid response to student and agent enquiries 
• centralised and consistent management of corporate public relations and the media 
•	 proactively manage external relationships important to the university 
•  maintain or increase effort on generic marketing and recruitment

the 10 csfs and international student recruitment: a long term view

•  strong governance: university wide agreement on student profile & revenue         
targets and high level monitoring

•  strategic planning: the marketing plan reflects strategic goals and priority  
areas for action

• leadership: a senior executive has clear accountability to deliver on targets 

madeleine  
reeve
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•  business planning: the business plan must include student profile & revenue 

targets and be supported by strategic initiatives to assist achievement
•	  revenue & budget: recruitment targets & fees must be achievable & based on 

market analysis
• productivity: there needs to be standardised systems and business processes
• brand management: market positioning must be clear & consistent
•	  marketing: there needs to be centralised, streamlined recruitment & a 

professionally managed recruitment infrastructure
•	 	leadership development: the extended leadership group of the university need  

to be committed to achieving university strategic and business plan objectives—a 
collaborative approach

•  performance management: progress towards achieving targets needs to be closely  

Going forward: must Haves

• a clear vision
• a focus on providing high quality programs & services
• programs to support diverse revenue streams
• internationally recognised & valued qualifications
• proactive public relations & stakeholder management
• active institutional networks
•  efficient & effective administrative and business processes which can be flexible  

if need be
•  sustained focus on brand management and investment in marketing—domestic  

and international.

conclusion

international student recruitment is not an isolated function—nor is it just about 
‘sales’. it requires whole of organisation planning, proactive risk management based 
on ongoing environmental scanning and market research, and good management 
comprised of the 10 critical success factors as i have outlined.

Question:
How often do you check your metrics?

madeleine reeve:
• weekly at a university level.
• council looks at them at every meeting.

Question:
Do you benchmark yourselves against others?

madeleine reeve:
•  Yes—rmit does national benchmarking, and also monitors the international 

environment (competitor analysis as well as trends in other countries).
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Question:
What’s your key benchmarking figure?

madeleine reeve:
•  Demand patterns—analysis of demand trends from students in particular cities/

countries/programs.

Question:
Do you check return on investment for marketing?

madeleine reeve:
•  Yes—that’s done by the financial services group and through the council’s finances 

committee.

 
Question:
Most of the students RMIT recruits are from Southeast Asia—for every dollar in 
revenue gained, how much do you put back into international student services?

madeleine reeve:
• Don’t have exact ratio but it is increasing.
• resources have increased in:
• orientation.
• support and learning services.
• efforts to standardize student services.
• making scholarship programs for international students more robust.

Question:
Do you expect strong competition from Asia?

madeleine reeve:
•  there is very strong competition from countries around the world (us, canada, uK, 

europe) as well as more local competition (singapore has developed as a strong 
international hub).

madeleine  
reeve
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• but rmit is not too concerned about competition at this stage, as an institution.
• feels that focusing on the 10 things talked about positions rmit well.
•  there is concern that australia in general might suffer from global competition, but 

ultimately rmit’s view is that a strong institution and a strong brand will still  
attract students.

Question:
How far ahead do you budget for student growth? Do you assume 5% growth 
for 3 years?

madeleine reeve: 
• the business plan is a 3 years long, so they plan 3 years in advance.
• they set 3 year growth targets, but monitor them annually.

Question:
What are some of the things you do to help international students make an 
adjustment when they come to campus?

madeleine reeve:
•  many things–the orientation period to introduce students to the university and 

city, housing support, volume accommodation, mentoring programs (incl. being 
introduced to a buddy before arriving).

•  this is quite a big area of focus right now for australia in general and melbourne  
in particular.

•  a lot of foreign governments are concerned about the safety of their students  
on campus.

•  so federal and state governments are focusing on making sure that international 
students are welcomed, comfortable, and feeling good about being in melbourne 
and australia.

• rmit also has a large infrastructure of agents.
•  rmit has a contract with each of them that is compliant with government 

legislation (the esos act, within which is a clause that makes the university 
responsible for any party representing them overseas), and so are accountable  
for them.

•  so, rmit has to actively manage those agents and make sure they are behaving  
in appropriate ways.

Daniel J. Guhr:  
rmit went through an existential crisis and had the fortitude to manage itself out of 
that crisis. in higher education, history repeats itself—another institution will fall into 
that crisis without realizing that it has already happened to someone else.
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Question for audience:
Who of you is in at an institution that, on a weekly basis, could pull financial 
and performance metrics, and also has the ability to tweak services/marketing 
efforts at the same time?

(audience answer 1) 
•  the reality of student recruitment is that it is long term—today’s initiatives will see 

results 3 years down the road.
• monitoring has to be done, but a weekly check/target setting may be irrelevant.

(audience answer 2)
•  the reason why (the audience member’s) institution has such a close monitoring 

system is because it too went through a crisis some years back, from which it took 
a long time to recover.

• the university is thus now more robust about monitoring.
•  such close monitoring has also resulted in the university having more confidence  

to take risks.
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international research commissions and committees. at imperial, she was 
instrumental in setting up two graduate schools. prof. ritter was awarded a bachelor’s 
degree in Zoology and a D.phil. in immunology from the university of oxford.

 

maurits van rooijen
Dr. rooijen recently retired from his position as the executive vice-president 
(international and institutional) at university of westminster. He holds leadership 
positions with many international higher-education associations, including the 
presidency of the compostela Group of universities, a consortium of approximately 
75 universities, and the presidency of the boston-based world association for co-
operative education. Dr. rooijen received a bachelor’s degree in History, a doctorate in 
Geography, and a doctorate in economic History with sociology from the university  
of utrecht.

 

andrew b. shaindlin
mr. shaindlin serves as the executive Director of the caltech alumni association and 
served as the acting assistant vice president for Development & alumni relations at 
the california institute of technology. He previously worked at brown university and 
the university of michigan. mr. shaindlin serves on the case board of trustees and 
chairs the commission on alumni relations, and publishes the blog alumni futures  
(www.alumnifutures.com). He holds a bachelor’s degree from brown and is pursuing  
a master’s degree at claremont Graduate university.

biographies
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the illuminate  
consulting Group

the illuminate consulting Group (icG) is an international academic consulting firm 
advising the leadership of teaching and research institutions, foundations, and public 
agencies on strategic development issues. 

HistorY, orGaniZation, anD members
icG was founded in 2002 in california. icG is organized as an international expert 
network of academics, administrators, consultants, and entrepreneurs. since its 
inception, it has grown to an organization of more than 30 members in eight countries. 

icG is firmly embedded in the academic world: its members, half of whom hold 
doctoral degrees, are connected to eight of the world’s top 10 universities. sixteen 
members have served or continue to serve as university faculty members, and 18 hold 
academic-administration experiences. in total, the members have published more than 
80 books and 900 journal articles. 

Half a dozen icG members have been trained in leading strategy consulting firms such 
as the boston consulting Group, and nine have founded businesses. with most of its 
members having resided in two or more countries, collectively they are fluent in more  
than ten languages. 

client service
icG is dedicated to deliver well researched, comprehensively reasoned, and honest 
advice to our clients. earning clients’ trust and forming long-term relationships with 
them means to never compromise these values. icG’s client services are based on 
three pillars, in order to deliver the best possible advice for its clients:

• the highest-quality academic analysis.

•  the project-management skills of experienced strategy-management consultants. 

•  the institutional experience of education administrators. 

clients
icG serves clients globally, including: 

•  universities: arizona, bonn, imperial college, monash, national university of 
singapore, and oxford.
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•  agencies: australian Department of education, Department of foreign affairs 
and trade canada, education new Zealand, German academic exchange service, 
universities uK.

practice areas
icG’s client advisory service is based on eight practice areas. these practice 
areas drive its research activities, codify its consulting knowledge and drive client 
engagements. they are fundamentally grounded in academic research, administrative 
practice, and client service. 

KnowleDGe sHarinG
icG’s academic heritage is expressed in a deep stream of research and analysis which 
it shares in a number of formats:

•  thought leader session™: icG hosts the invitation-only, from-experts-for-experts 
thought leader session at nafsa.

•  conferences: in 2007-08, icG chaired or contributed to 38 conference 
presentations and workshops around the world. many involved experts in 
international-education  
and advancement fields.

•  seminars, workshops, and master classes: over the last three years, icG has 
run more than 20 of these from singapore to the uK to the us to australia and 
Germany.

•  roundtables: roundtables are by-invitation discussion sessions for senior higher-
education administrators at international conferences.

•  publications: icG publishes its research  
in a variety of formats, including in Strategy Perspectives.

•  media: icG provides background briefings, commentary, and opinion pieces to 
media outlets ranging from The Chronicle of Higher Education to The Australian.

the illuminate  
consulting Group
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the chronicle 
of Higher education

for over 40 years, the chronicle of Higher education has served the academic 
world as the most trusted authority on higher education. with headquarters in 
washington D.c., the chronicle’s nearly 80 full-time writers, editors, and international 
correspondents deliver news, information, and analysis vital to the world of higher 
education. 

since its inception, in 1966, the chronicle has extended well beyond its flagship 
print publication to provide a wide range of resources in a variety of formats. the 
chronicle’s web site, chronicle.com, offers timely coverage of breaking news and in-
depth analysis of the day’s most important issues. blogs, advice columns, discussion 
forums, e-mail newsletters, and microsites are part of a vibrant online community that 
leads the academic conversation at colleges and universities. 

reaching nearly 325,000 readers in print each week and over 1.2 million unique 
visitors online each month, the chronicle is also the most popular job service in all 
of higher education—helping colleges and universities fill more than 25,000 jobs 
each year. the chronicle’s interactive resources, including job alerts and portfolio-
management tools, make it easy for recruiters to reach the best-qualified candidates 
and for job seekers to select the right institutions.
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imperial college 
london

consistently rated as one of the world’s best universities, imperial college london is 
a science-based institution, whose reputation for excellence in teaching and research 
attracts students (13,000) and staff (8,200) of the highest international quality. 

innovative research at imperial explores the interfaces among science, medicine, 
engineering, and business to deliver practical solutions for improving the quality of 
life and the environment, underpinned by a dynamic enterprise culture. imperial 
staff are frequently consulted by government and departmental committees at both 
national and international levels. they also act as members of professional bodies, 
advise industry, and regularly work with the media to improve public awareness and 
understanding about imperial’s research and its impact on society. 

imperial’s critical mass of expertise within its engineering, natural sciences and 
medicine faculties and its business school will help us take significant steps towards 
providing solutions to global problems. the high level of interaction between research 
areas creates a unique multidisciplinary research environment where collaborations 
within imperial and with external organisations can flourish. 

since its foundation, imperial has made several significant contributions to society, 
including the discovery of penicillin, the development of holography, and the 
foundations of fibre optics. our commitment to applying research for everyone’s 
benefit continues today, with a particular investment in multidisciplinary collaborations 
to improve global health, tackle climate change, develop clean and sustainable sources 
of energy, and increase safety and security throughout society. imperial nurtures 
a ‘can-do’ entrepreneurial culture and, as a result, has an enormous amount of 
intellectual capital. our knowledge transfer activities lead to substantial licensing and 
industry-relevant opportunities, including about 70 spin-out companies to date, with an 
average of two new ones each month. 

imperial’s strong links with industry mean that it receives more research income from 
industry than any other uK university, with a large proportion of its total research 
funding (>£250 million) coming from industrial partners. in addition, imperial receives 
significant funding from private and charitable foundations, such as the generous 
donation in february 2007 from the Grantham foundation for the protection of the 
environment to found the Grantham institute for climate change. 
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imperial college london was established by royal charter in 1907, bringing together 
the royal college of science, the city and Guilds college, and the royal school of 
mines in london’s cultural heartland of south Kensington. between 1988 and 2000 
several london medical institutions merged with imperial to form one of the largest 
medical schools in the uK. imperial now has seven campuses in london and one in 
berkshire. in July 2007, imperial celebrated its centenary and left the university of 
london to become an independent university institution.
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